Industrial Property Appraisal - An Overview
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Seminar Description

- Industrial Property includes a wide variety of property types and assets.
- Not all types are found in every assessing jurisdiction.
- Properties are frequently not the “easy” property type to appraise that appraisers/assessors often believe.
- Seminar serves as an introduction/refresher to industrial property appraisal.
- Subjects included are market analysis, the appraisal process, the three approaches to value, and difficulties involved in industrial property appraisal.

PRESENTATION OBJECTIVES

- Understand appraisal standards and how they apply to industrial property appraisal
- Know industrial property types, key definitions and assets and “the industry” involved industrial property appraisal
- Understand market and neighborhood analysis and sources of information in industrial appraisal
- Review the key steps in the appraisal process of industrial property
- Understand the significance of the three approaches in industrial appraisal and their strengths and weaknesses

SOURCE MATERIALS

- “Appraising and Analyzing Industrial and Flex Building for Mortgage Underwriting” McKissock Appraisal School – Course 2013
- “General Appraiser Sales Comparison Approach” McKissock Appraisal Schools – Appraisal Course, 2013

SOURCE MATERIALS

- “Appraising Industrial Properties, AI, 2005
- Encyclopedia of Real Estate Appraising, E.J. Friedman Editor, Prentice Hall, 1978

SOURCE MATERIALS

- “Industrial Valuation” McKissock Appraisal School - Course, 2009
- Fundamentals of Industrial Valuation, IAAO, 2007

SOURCE MATERIALS

- Appraising Industrial Properties, AI, 2005
- Encyclopedia of Real Estate Appraising, E.J. Friedman Editor, Prentice Hall, 1978
**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

**Definition of 'Commercial Real Estate'**

- "Real Property acquired for investment, except apartment houses, housing projects, and other dwelling units, including stores, shops, and recreational facilities connected with them." (Real Estate Appraisal Terminology, AI).

**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

**Definition of 'Commercial Real Estate'**

- "Commercial property includes office buildings, industrial property, medical centers, hotels, malls, retail stores, farm, and multifamily housing buildings, warehouses and garages. In many states, residential property containing more than a certain number of units qualifies as commercial property for borrowing and tax purposes". (Wikipedia)

**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

- The businesses that occupy commercial real estate usually lease the space. An investor usually owns the building and collects rent from each business that operates there. (Investopedia)

**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

- Property that is used solely for business purposes. Examples of commercial real estate include malls, office parks, restaurants, gas stations, convenience stores and office towers. (Investopedia)

**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

- Commercial real estate is one of the three primary types of real estate. The other types are residential real estate, which is used for living purposes; and industrial real estate, which is used for manufacturing and production. (Investopedia)

**Definition of “Industrial Real Estate”**

- "Land or land and improvements adaptable for industrial use. Ideally, a combination of land, improvements, and machinery which has been integrated into a functioning unit intended for assembling, processing, and manufacturing of finished or partially finished products from raw materials or fabricated parts, such as, factories; or a similar combination intended for rendering service, such as laundries, dry cleaners, storage warehouse’s, or the production of natural resources such as oil wells.” (Real Estate Appraisal Terminology, AI).

**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

- "Industrial facilities typically manufacture products and some times offer services in conjunction with the products they make.”. (IAAO, 2007)

**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

- Industry has always changed with new inventions and innovations. (IAAO, 2007)

**What is Commercial and Industrial Property?**

- Appraisers of industrial property need to be astute about the changing landscape of manufacturing...economic conditions and market perceptions... to understand worth to investors (IAAO, 2007)
Classification – Industrial Property?

- General Purpose – readily adapted to alternate uses or users
- Special Purpose - adaptable to alternative uses or users only with difficulty or considerable expense.
- Single Purpose - infrequently possible and rarely practical or feasible to adapt to alternative use or users
  (Real Estate Appraisal Terminology, AI).

Classification - Industrial Property

Industrial Properties can be:

- Owned by investors – tenant occupied
  (single or multiple tenants)
  Investors own property as investment
  (anticipated future benefits – income stream
- Owner occupied
  Owner occupants – own as an investment and run their business from the property – income from business
  (IAAO 2007).

Forces that affect industrial values

- Globalization, exchange rates, expense of retooling, changing needs and tastes of consumers, costs of raw materials, cost of regulation, etc. (IAAO, 2007)
- Appraiser must be educated about the industry – trade publications, Internet, question property owners, trade organizations, or appraisers experienced in the type of property, construction firms, etc. (IAAO, 2007)

What is Commercial and Industrial Property?

"Industrial Property: Commercial Properties that are used for the purposes of production, manufacturing, or distribution"

(Glossary/Commercial Real Estate Terms – Realtors Commercial Alliance).

So -- What is Industrial Property?

Let's review our title page -

Industrial Property Appraisal - What does our cover page show?
Introduction

The emphasis in this one day seminar is to give practical knowledge that can be used every time you appraise an industrial building.

Industrial real estate is widely viewed as one of the easiest property types to appraise. This may be true, but it depends on the type of industrial property.

The analytical processes an appraiser goes through vary substantially based on what type of industrial property is being valued.
Introduction

What you research, how you research it, and what you look for vary a great deal between a small manufacturing building that serves local businesses and the large warehouse/distribution building serving an entire region.

There are many types of industrial buildings, each serving different types of businesses and providing different functionality. There are warehouse/distribution buildings, manufacturing, flex, and freight forwarding, with a plethora of subcategories within each main category.

Difficulties in Appraising Industrial Buildings

• Classification of property

• The best source for classifying an industrial property is the aptly named Guide to Classifying Industrial Property by the Urban Land Institute.

• Detailed descriptions of every type of industrial building, as well as photographs and computer aided design cutaway imagery, give you an excellent mental image of the Industrial Buildings.

• Obtained at Urban Land Institute or Amazon.com

Classification Guide

Introduction

In industrial valuation, structures typically fall into two basic categories

General Use

Special Use

• General Use can be used for multiple purposes – different uses and processes – can be used for different manufacturing or as warehouses

• Special Use properties are not easily adaptable or modified for alternative uses

Classification Guide

Introduction

How you classify affects:

• What items you emphasize in the site description,

• What physical features you focus on in the improvement description,

• What data is relevant in the market analysis section,

• How you view Highest and Best Use

• What comparables you select in the sales comparison and income approaches.

• What adjustments are made to comparables in the appraisal
Introduction

• You could say that, in one way or another, just about everything in an industrial appraisal depends on how you classify the industrial building.

• While some view industrial real estate as one of the easiest property types to appraise. It is usually the case in newer flex-space warehouse or industrial subdivisions or other industrial properties where the properties are uniform and there is adequate market data to quantify value.

• However in certain property types (manufacturing, distribution and/or warehousing) where there is limited market data, valuation can be difficult.

Appraisal Standards

Do the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal address the appraisal of Industrial Property? YES

USPAP addresses appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting. It covers all asset types – real property, personal property, and business valuation including intangible assets.

The core matters addressed in USPAP?

• Do good
• Avoid evil
• When You do something, do it competently

Appraisal Standards

The ETHICS RULE deals with the ethical obligations of the appraiser including conduct, management, and confidentiality. The key goal is that the appraiser must perform assignments with impartiality, objectivity, and independence without accommodation to personal interests

The Competency Rule states that the appraiser must be competent to perform the assignment. If not competent it explains what steps must be taken by the appraiser.

Appraisal Standards

Many commercial property types have changed little over the years.

However, this is not true with industrial buildings.

• Ceiling heights have increased,
• Sprinkler systems are more prevalent,
• Column spacing has increased, and other changes have come about over many decades.

Manufacturing processes have changed

This has left many industrial buildings with some form of functional obsolescence, although the degree to which it affects values depends on the market and how well your appraisal skills and instincts bring it out

Appraisal Standards

Key USPAP sections deal with:
Ethics
Competency,
Scope of Work,
Appraisal Development

All appraisers should be familiar with USPAP including Definitions, Preamble, Rules, Standards 1 and 2 and Standard 6.

2012-2013 USPAP
Comment: Competency may apply to factors such as, but not limited to, an appraiser’s familiarity with a specific type of property or asset, a market, a geographic area, an intended use, specific laws and regulations, or an analytical method. If such a factor is necessary for an appraiser to develop credible assignment results, the appraiser is responsible for having the competency to address that factor or for following the steps outlined below to satisfy this COMPETENCY RULE.

Scope of Work Rule

For each appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignment, an appraiser must:

1. identify the problem to be solved;

2. determine and perform the scope of work necessary to develop credible assignment results; and

3. disclose the scope of work in the report.

An appraiser must properly identify the problem to be solved in order to determine the appropriate scope of work. The appraiser must be prepared to demonstrate that the scope of work is sufficient to produce credible assignment results.

Comment: Scope of work includes, but is not limited to:

- the extent to which the property is identified;
- the extent to which tangible property is inspected;
- the type and extent of data researched; and
- the type and extent of analyses applied to arrive at opinions or conclusions.
Appraisal Standards

Appraisers have broad flexibility and significant responsibility in determining the appropriate scope of work for an appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignment.

Credible assignment results require support by relevant evidence and logic. The credibility of assignment results is always measured in the context of the intended use.

Appraisal Standards

STANDARD 1: REAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must identify the problem to be solved, determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and correctly complete research and analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal.

Comment: STANDARD 1 is directed toward the substantive aspects of developing a credible appraisal of real property. The requirements set forth in STANDARD 1 follow the appraisal development process in the order of topics addressed and can be used by appraisers and the users of appraisal services as a convenient checklist.

1-1 (a) states than an appraiser must:

"Be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal."

Importance of USPAP to Assessors in Industrial Appraisal?

Assessor must:

- identify the problem to be solved,
- determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and
- correctly complete research and analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal.

"Be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal."

Importance of USPAP to Assessors in Industrial Appraisal?

- As we have seen and will see industrial property consists of many property types and uses.
- While appraisal methods and techniques are similar, the assessor must be familiar with the various property types industry and property type involved with each appraisal (competency)
- Industrial property types may be common in certain assessing jurisdictions, while other properties may be limited, or even non existent.
- The assessor must become competent in each property type and do research for market information outside of the assessing jurisdiction, state, or country
Appraisal Process

Types of Industrial Property

- There are many types of industrial properties
- Can include both vacant land and improved properties, and include:
  - Warehouse
  - Distribution
  - Manufacturing
  - Flex
  - Freight forwarding
  - Industrial parks
  - Data switch centers
- Can be single tenant, multi-tenant, owner-occupied
- Manufacturing can include a wide variety of operations and industries (products, quarry and mining, petroleum)

Key Terms

Definitions that relate to the valuation, descriptions and, leasing of industrial and flex style buildings.

Fee Simple Estate: *The most complete form of private ownership (of real property) is the fee simple interest or fee simple estate, i.e., absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate subject only to the limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain, police power and escheat.*

**Key Terms**

**Leased Fee Estate**: A leased fee estate, sometimes referred to as the leased fee interest, is the lessor's or landlord's ownership interest in real property that is leased or that you assume will be leased for valuation purposes. The lease(s) encumbers the "fee simple estate," or title, of the owner's or lessor's property. A leased fee estate is different from the definition above of a "fee simple estate."

Many real estate practitioners, including some professional appraisers, use the term "fee simple" when they really mean "leased fee" when analyzing a property that is or will be leased. The lease(s) is in control of the property or a portion of the property until it expires or is terminated and the owner/lessor's interest is subject to the terms of the lease(s).

**Key Terms**

**Pre Appraisal List & Inspection**

- Determine Correct Contacts
- Research past appraisals,
- Explore the Company’s Web site
- Request Most Recent Company Annual Report
- Request Asset List
- Research the Machinery and Equipment
- Request Blueprints of the Facility
- Research Contaminants that are typical for the industry
- Determine necessary safety equipment
- Plan your team and inspection

* Fundamentals of Industrial Valuations IAAO 2007

**Pre Appraisal List & Inspection**

- Research industry – new methods, techniques
- Research building costs, property sales, income and expense,
- Develop Check list for inspection – property record
- Get the overall "picture" of the property – Google Earth
- Take Photographs
- Document key points of building characteristics (i.e. ceiling height – clear span, bay size, floor thickness and load bearing capacity, etc. – see building characteristics following)

* Industrial Valuation – McKissock 2010 Chapter 3

Copyright 2012 - Dr. William Henry Riley CAE - 1 White Oak Court – Severna Park, MD - 410-647-4325
Construction Characteristics

General Construction and Design*

Characteristics to look for when inspecting, describing or analyzing an industrial or flex style building (or building plans) to develop an opinion of the overall building quality.

* Appraising Industrial and Flex Buildings Mortgage Underwriting 2010 Chapter

Common Areas:

• Areas of a multi-tenant industrial or flex style facilities that, basically, are not occupied as leased space by tenants but are areas that were created as part of a facility's design and are integral and necessary to serve the needs of the facility.

• Such areas can include interior atriums, halls, walkways and corridors, roof, exterior walls, public common area lavatories (as opposed to in-unit lavatories), parking lots, driveways, sidewalks, lawn areas and similar.

• Typically, common area items are applicable to multi-tenant flex style buildings than to multi-tenant industrial buildings.

Appraising Industrial and Flex Buildings Mortgage Underwriting 2010 Chapter

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs):

Many industrial buildings feature underground/and or above ground liquid storage tanks that contain a variety of environmentally sensitive liquids that, among others, include gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil and cleaning fluids. This can include chemicals and liquids used in manufacturing processes.

Appraising Industrial and Flex Buildings Mortgage Underwriting 2010 Chapter

Foundation:

Typically, the foundation is cinder or concrete block on concrete footings. Some foundations are poured concrete.

Frame:

Virtually all building frames are steel, with steel beam supported metal roof decking or panels. Very small buildings can have a masonry frame. Older and smaller building may have wood framing.

Column Spacing:

25’ x 40’ is very typical. 40’ x 40’ is better. Spacing varies and can be a concern based on a tenant's planned use of the space.

Height:

“Clear height” is important as it defines the operating area available (inventory systems) as opposed to ridge height or eave height.

Exterior Walls:

All Masonry: Many buildings have all masonry exterior walls comprised of painted cinder or concrete block or a combination that includes "fluted block" or "split face block." Some can be pre-formed masonry "lift-up" panels. Often the office front is comprised of the more attractive materials for aesthetic purposes with the other two sides and back featuring painted or even unpainted masonry or exposed block.
Construction Characteristics

Exterior Walls:

Metal Panel: Many buildings (often referred to as “Butler” buildings) feature insulated metal panel exterior walls. These buildings typically have a block foundation and masonry or block exterior walls up to between 4' and 8' above ground with vertical painted insulated metal panel walls above. Because they are metal panels that can be painted with any color. Some lending institutions resist financing metal panel buildings.

Floors: Floors are virtually always poured and reinforced concrete. Floor thickness and weight load can be important depending upon the intended use. 4" to 6" with heavy equipment requiring 18" to 36"

Roof: Most roofs are flat. Some are moderately sloping and some are a modified “gable” or “A” style. Metal buildings generally have insulated metal panel roofs that are “A” or gable style with a steel frame support system. Skylights can be featured and are more typically found when this type of roof is featured.

Flat roofs can be built up (e.g., torch down hot tar bituminous material over decking), but the more modern flat roofs are a glued down rubber membrane type over steel beam supported steel decking. You may occasionally find an old industrial building with a flat or sloped roof that is wood truss supported.

To see some examples and learn more about rubber (membrane) roofs go to: www.Carlislesyntec.com/index.cfm?act=epdm_roofing_systems.

To see some examples and learn more about "torch down" bituminous roofing (for flat roofs), go to http://www.dovecontractinghomes.com/.

Construction Characteristics

Roof Warranties:
- Securing a warranty for more than 10 years has progressively become more difficult during the last 15 years. It is extremely difficult to secure one for more than 15 years.
- A 20 year warranty is very rare. The more reliable warranties come from the manufacturer not just the installer, as history has demonstrated that smaller roofing companies are known for going out of business to avoid honoring warranties.
- This warranty information applies to virtually all commercial buildings except multi-family. For analysis purposes, it is always good to learn the age and condition of the roof, what it covers, and the issuer for any building you are analyzing.

Construction Characteristics

Roof Height:
- Flat Roof: 16' to as much as 45' feet (and occasionally higher). The "under beam" height, i.e., the clear height from the floor to the underside of the steel beams supporting the roof is the most important concern for stacking purposes. Typical heights under beam are 18' to 26'.
- Gabled or "A" Roof: It is rare (and usually very small) industrial building that will feature a wood frame, shingle over plywood residential style roof. Most industrial buildings with an "A" style roof are metal insulated panel type over steel frame. Ceiling heights will vary by building but most are typically 18' at the edge inclining to about 22' "under beam" in the center.

Construction Characteristics

Office Finish:
Most office areas are similar to standard office buildings. They feature windows in the exterior wall(s) and painted drywall interior walls over steel or wood studs. Ceilings are "drop in" grid type with acoustical tile interspersed with lighting panels and HVAC air diffusers. Floor coverings are either carpet, vinyl or ceramic tile, wood or a combination. Interior doors are usually hollow core wood type. If the office area is contained within the building, the "outside" or interior back wall of the office area that is exposed to the warehouse area is usually just painted drywall.

Construction Characteristics

Warehouse Area Finish: Usually, the warehouse area finish is either painted or unpainted exposed block, insulated metal panels or painted drywall with unfinished floors and exposed ceilings. Lighting can vary from incandescent "high hats" to high or lower suspended lighting depending upon the "candle lamp power," at "work table top" level required by the tenant.

Construction Characteristics

Party Walls: Party walls vary by local code, developer/owner attitude and tenant requirements. They run "floor to ceiling" to divide and separate tenant areas. Some are masonry (painted block), while some are painted drywall over steel studs. Some are insulated, and some are not. Often times they are required by the local fire code to meet a minimum "burn" (through) time, such as requiring a wall to have a one hour burn rating.
Construction Characteristics

Party Walls: When constructed of cinder or concrete block, pre-located "knock out panels" are often installed. They are usually 8' by 8' door-like areas. If a tenant desires to lease an adjoining space, or if two adjoining tenants are replaced by one larger tenant, the "knock out" panels are easily removed to permit traffic flow between the adjoining units without having to remove the entire party wall, which, based on future leasing, if removed, would need to be reinstalled. The ease and nominal cost of creating pass through doorways in a drywall over steel stud party wall obviates the need for pre-installed "knock outs."

Construction Characteristics

Office HVAC: Modern buildings usually feature electric, central forced air combination heat and air conditioning units, and heat pumps. Most often the HVAC ducts are located in the ceilings of the office areas. Other systems can be a combination of gas or oil fired hot water baseboard heat with electric (ceiling ducted) forced air, air conditioning. Older buildings can have a variety of systems, including radiators and through-window or through-wall air conditioners. It is important to know what type of energy is used for both and if the office area is air conditioned.

Construction Characteristics

Warehouse HVAC:

Heat: Most unfinished warehouse/industrial space is heated by "space heaters" that are suspended from the beams that support the roof or are mounted near the roof on the steel columns that support the roof. They can be oil, electric or gas fired and all are fan blown to circulate the heated air through the warehouse.

Construction Characteristics

Air Conditioning: Some warehouse areas are also air conditioned. A variety of systems exist. Most typical are a ducted, forced air electrically powered system with rooftop or outside pad mounted compressors. Others include free standing floor units that chill the air and blow the chilled air out into the space. Because warehouse space that is not air conditioned is the norm in many areas, it is significant when warehouse space is air conditioned. It should be noted and should also be reflected in a higher rent than for comparable non-air conditioned warehouse space. It adds value and enhances marketing.

Construction Characteristics

Skylights: Many buildings feature skylights in the warehouse area roof designed to minimize electric lighting costs during daylight hours.

Utilities: Some or all utilities, i.e., gas, electric, oil, public water and sewer, private water and sewer, can be featured. Public water and sewer is preferred. Many lenders will not make a loan on a facility that does not have public water and sewer, although the concern of well and/or septic is not as great for a warehouse with a limited number of employees as it is for a multi-tenant office building. In a rural location, the lack of public water and sewer may be accepted as "standard."

Construction Characteristics

Lavatories: The number and type of lavatories is often impacted by the size of a building and its individual tenant areas.

While "unisex" facilities can be acceptable, larger buildings typically have separate men's and women's facilities in both the office and industrial/warehouse areas of each tenant's space. Common area lavatories, while extremely rare, are occasionally found in multi-tenant buildings.
### Construction Characteristics

#### Truck Loading - Tailgate Height:
- A building's truck loading docks that are "tailgate height" means that the dock floor (i.e., the building's floor) is typically approximately 4' above grade and is generally in line with the typical height of a tractor-trailer truck trailer's floor.
- Overhead doors are typically 8' x 8' or 8 x 10. If a building's floor was built "on grade" (at ground level) tailgate height, loading is often accomplished by an excavated "down gradient" ramp allowing trucks to back down so that their trailer floor height is in line with the floor height of the building. A raised outside loading platform with a ramp down to an "on grade" building can accomplish the same.

### Construction Characteristics

#### Truck Loading – On Grade:
- Typically, the floor level of a building is "on grade" when its floor level is in line with the surface of the ground. Its overhead doors are typically 8' x 8'. No dock shelters, load levelers or restraints are required.

#### Drive In:
- Larger, garage-type drive-in doors are provided when an occupant desires inside building truck loading. If a building is above grade, an up ramp is provided.

### Key Terms

#### Truck Loading – Dock Shelters, Levelers and Restraints:

- **Dock Shelters:** Buildings concerned with utility costs and loss of HVAC through open truck dock doors will feature "dock shelters." These are shrouds that are mounted on the outside wall of the overhead truck door area. They basically surround the trailer when it is docked at the loading door and "seal" the trailer to the building, minimizing HVAC loss.

#### Bollards and Bumpers:

- **Dock Bumpers:** Dock bumpers are hard rubber appendages that are installed on the lower portion of the exterior face of a tailgate height loading dock wall to keep a trailer from slamming into a dock and damaging a building.

To see photographs and to learn more about truck dock bumpers, go to www.uline.com

Search dock bumpers

#### Restraints:
- Restraints are mechanical "arms" mounted on the lower portion of a loading dock's exterior wall, below the building's floor level or load leveler. They swing up and lock the lower bar of the back of a trailer to keep it from rolling away from the dock while loading is in process. Such restraints are used in lieu of tire blocks.
**Key Terms**

**Truck Loading –**

**Load Levelers:** Many buildings with tailgate height loading will feature “load levelers.”

These are heavy-duty metal ramps built into a building’s loading dock floor that can be adjusted up or down to meet a trailer’s floor height. They allow for a smoother movement of product between the trailer and building.

---

**Construction Characteristics**

**Truck Loading –**

**Restraint/bumper Load Leveler**

---

---

---

---

---

---
Construction Characteristics

Truck Loading – Manufacturing – note insulation border and load levelers

"Saw tooth" designed tailgate height loading docks to accommodate limited truck-turning area between the building and the site's border.

Truck Loading – “Saw tooth” configuration

“Saw tooth” designed tailgate height loading docks to accommodate limited truck-turning area between the building and the site's border.

Truck Loading – Open Dock and Load Levelers

Truck Loading – Open Dock and Load Levelers

Construction Characteristics

Truck Loading – configuration

Truck Turning: Most truck trailers are described as "60' rigs." The trailer is approximately 53' long (typically 8' x 53'), and the truck or cab adds another 7' or more to the overall length. An ideal, minimum truck-turning distance (loading dock to edge of blacktop) is 90', although less can work.

When the distance is much shorter, some buildings feature a "saw-tooth-like" designed loading area that minimizes the truck-turning area - especially on a site where a building is close to its border or to another building or object.
**Construction Characteristics**

**Kelly Dock Planning – 4 Front Engineered Solutions – Kelly**

www.kelleycompany.com  - downloads for dock planning

---

**Construction Characteristics**

**Bollards and Bumpers:**

**Dock Bollards:** Dock bollards are round, heavy gauge steel pipes that are usually filled with concrete and installed vertically in and above the ground next to truck-loading docks to prevent a trailer from hitting and damaging the building when a truck is backing into a loading dock.

---

**Construction Characteristics**

**Parking:** The paved and striped parking areas required by industrial buildings vary by local code. A good "rule of thumb" is to allow four spaces for every 1,000 square feet of finished office area and between ½ and 1 space for every 1,000 square feet of unfinished warehouse area.

This can be beneficially supplemented by on-street parking and, if available, should be considered. Highly mechanized buildings with minimal staff can support a lesser number of spaces.

---

**Construction Characteristics**

**Roof and Wall Vents:** Many large, non-air conditioned industrial buildings feature circular roof vents that allow rising warm air to escape naturally through a roof and allow cool air to be circulated into a building. Some buildings also feature large, through-the-wall exhaust fans.

www.Windmaster.com
**Construction Characteristics**

**Sprinklers/Extinguishers:** Virtually all industrial buildings are sprinkled with either a "wet" or "dry" below-ceiling mounted pipe delivery system. In addition, depending upon local codes, required fire extinguishers are typically mounted on the steel columns that support the roof and at locations that provide overlapping coverage areas. When inspecting a property, look for these items.

**Construction Characteristics**

**Interior Stairs:** If a building has a second-floor office (depending on local codes and ADA compliance), it will need to have two stairways and/or an elevator and stairway to provide a minimum of "two ways out" from the second-floor office areas. If a building features a one-story office within the building, many times the interior "roof" of the office area is used for storage and needs to be accessible via a stairway.

**Construction Characteristics**

**Mezzanines:** If a building features a one-story office within the building, the "roof" of the office will often be used as open mezzanine-type space and will require proper access. Occasionally, you will find an industrial building that also features a formal mezzanine area along one or more of its interior walls. Depending upon its use, you may or may not decide to include such area as part of the building's gross and "lease-able" areas.

**Construction Characteristics**

**Mezzanines**

**Special Items:** Customized items that can be found in industrial buildings include:

**Flat Floors:** These "super" flat (concrete) floors are required for high-ceiling buildings (e.g. 40' or higher clear under beam) when high racks for stacking product will be used by the occupant. They are expensive to create. Usually a rent premium is charged by the lessor to cover the extra cost.

Go to -- www.polishedconcrete.in
and
Real Estate Investor - The Skinny on Super Flat Floors www.nreionline.com
Construction Characteristics

Supper Flat Floors:

Special Items: Customized items that can be found in industrial buildings include:

**Freezers/Refrigerators/Bakeries:** Usually, a rent premium is charged for one or more of these features. Also, freezers typically require thicker floors

Storage Systems

Showers/Special Bathrooms: These are rare, but a rent premium is usually charged if they are required by a tenant.

**Built-in Overhead Cranes:** When attached to a building, while these are technically "equipment" and not real property (as they can be removed), they are a special feature. A rent premium is charged for their inclusion. However, the steel framing upon which they operate is normally part of the building improvement which is often more than needed to support the building. (Functional obsolescence item as over improvement if included in building cost)
Construction Characteristics

Built-in Overhead Cranes

Key Terms

Railway Sidings and Loading Doors:

Some buildings require railcar loading access. The railway siding can be installed close to and along an outside wall or even inside a building. The latter prevents loss of HVAC.

The floor height of these buildings is about 4' to align with the height of the floor level of a rail car.

Overhead doors match the side-door opening of the rail car. Dock shelters are not available to seal the rail car to the exterior loading door of a building to prevent HVAC loss. Rail sidings are an expensive special feature - a rent premium is secured for their inclusion.

Key Terms

Railway Sidings and Loading Doors

Industrial Tanks

Silos
Industrial Property

The most flexible design for industrial buildings, and the one with the greatest appeal on the open market, is a one story, square or nearly square structure that complies with all local building codes.

Combination of old and new industrial space may create substantial functional obsolescence for the new construction less than its cost to the value of the whole

Layout should allow operations to be efficient.
- Receiving on one side of building
- Manufacturing in the middle, and
- Shipping on the other side of the building

Industrial Property

Special features include
- Sprinklers and standpipe
- Scales
- Loading Docks – loading dock levelers, balusters
- Cranes and Crane ways.
- Refrigeration areas
- Conveyor systems
- Process piping (compressed air, water, gas,)
- Power wiring
- Employee lockers and lunchrooms

These features may be standards in some industries, but may not be in others

Flex Buildings

Flex Style Buildings: This term means “flexibly designed.” These multi-tenant designed buildings are virtually all one-story structures. Their design and appearance are more like an office building than an industrial building and intended to permit inclusion of much more finished office space than the typical 5 to 15 percent finished office area that industrial or warehouse buildings feature.

They have the built-in “flexibility” of accommodating a small or large percentage of finished office space (up to 100 percent) to meet the different tenants requirements. Their under beam ceiling heights are typically less than 20 feet, generally 14 to 18 feet.

Industrial vs. Flex

Building size
- Flex buildings typically contain 10,000 to 60,000 # with most between 20,000 and 50,000 #
- Industrial building are various shapes and contain 100,000 to 1,000,000 #

Building height
- Flex buildings are mostly 14’ to 18’ clear height under beam
- Industrial buildings are mostly 22’ to 44’ clear under beam

Construction
- Flex buildings are mostly an “attractive” masonry construction along front and the office area and have more distinctive office areas, as compared to industrial buildings

Loading docks
- Flex buildings are mostly on grade while industrial properties vary in these features (as we have seen previously)

Industrial vs. Flex

Differences in how flex space rents are quoted vs. industrial space (discussion regards net rent)

Industrial buildings – typically contain 5 to 15% office but the entire space is rented on a flat # basis (i.e. between $3.50 and $ 5.00 fully net – for office and shop space combined. The rent is only increased for amortizing cost of finishing additional office (over 15%)”

Flex buildings – designed to accommodate 50% or more office space. Rents are quoted are a blended rate – one rent is assigned to office area and on rate is assigned to shop or warehouse area. It is important that the analysts understand how the rent is quoted and the current rents for each type of space
Market Analysis
Understand market and neighborhood analysis and sources of information in industrial appraisal

You can research your multiple listing service, CoStar, or Loop Net to provide direct support for your opinions. (CoStar Property has a variety of reports you can print that show you all this and more.)

- Number of active for-sale listings by quarter (usually shown over a one- to two-year period)
- Number of sold listings by quarter
- Number of withdrawn listings by quarter
- Number of active for-rent listings by quarter
- Number of withdrawn for-rent listings by quarter
- Range and average sale prices by quarter
- Range and average rental rates by quarter
- Any type of comparison of average rental rates for buildings that have some form of functional obsolescence to help isolate an adjustment in the valuation section

Market Analysis – Loop Net

The appraiser gives indication of supply and demand factors that affect the market for the subject property
Is a necessary first step in Highest and Best Use Analysis
Two general levels of market analysis
- Broad market without focusing on specific property
- Study of market conditions as they relate to a specific property

Market Analysis

Uses of Market Analysis in:
• Cost approach – support market condition adjustments to land comparables, economic obsolescence, and entrepreneurial incentive
• Sales comparison approach – to explain trends in price levels, to support market condition adjustments, estimates of exposure and marketing time
• Income approach – to support estimated rents, vacancy, expenses, and capitalization rates

Characteristics of Real Estate Markets – Industrial

• Manufacturing – Data on this property type is usually old and may require an adjustment for market conditions. Brokers or chambers of commerce usually perform market analysis for manufacturing facilities. It is secondary data, but it is usually fairly accurate.
• Warehousing – because warehouse properties are often built speculatively, market analysis is of primary importance in the valuation for these properties. Warehouse markets are notorious for being undersupplied or oversupplied depending on economic conditions

Industrial Districts

• Industry is often the engine of economic growth in a community.
• Governmental and public/private economic development efforts are often targeted at manufacturing and industrial that may bring jobs to the area.
• Districts range from heavy industry- steel plants, foundries, chemical companies, to assembly, distribution and other “clean” operations
• In most urban areas, heavy industry and light industry districts are established by zoning ordinances, which may limit uses and place controls on air pollution, noise levels and outdoor operations.

Economic incentives. Incentives are the missing adjustment in many appraisal reports and are a “make or break” in many large industrial building situations.
• In older manufacturing and warehouse districts, obsolete, multistory, elevator buildings are typical and parking and expansion areas are limited.
• Newer manufacturing and industrial parks usually consist of one-story buildings with greater ceiling heights than were typical previously.
• Each district has a value pattern that reflects the market’s reaction to its location and the characteristics of its sites and improvements.
**Industrial Districts**

- Environmental liabilities incurred in industrial properties are complex than those that affect other property types.
- Storage Tanks are often present for a broad range of chemicals.
- The presents of PCB's and asbestos is widespread.
- Long term contamination tends to be more severe and clean up costs can be high.

**Defining Characteristics**

- Cluster of related industrial concerns (i.e. manufacturer and its suppliers)
- Manufacturing Facilities
- Research and development facilities/science parks
- Warehouse/distribution facilities

**Value influences**

- Nature of the district (distribution, manufacturing, R&D etc.)
- Availability of labor
- Transportation facilities
- Availability of raw materials
- Distribution facilities
- Political climate
- Availability of utilities and energy
- Effect of environmental controls

**Approaches to Value**

This seminar will not detail the steps and methods and techniques of each of the three traditional approaches to value.

These approaches to value are:

- Cost
- Sales Comparison
- Income

We will review key points of the approaches in the industrial property valuation

**Cost Approach**

Cost approach

- Replacement Cost New (or Reproduction Cost New)
- Depreciation (loss in value from all causes)
- Improvement Value
- Land value
- Total Property Value

Cost new estimates can be derived from commercial costs services such as:

- Marshall and Swift Valuation Services
- R.S. Mean Company

Courses are offered in the use of these manuals

See Fundamentals of Industrial Valuation IAAO – Appendix Cost Data
Cost Approach

Caveat regarding the Cost Approach

For General Purpose Buildings – the cost approach may be the least accurate approach provided there are sales of similar properties for alternative uses or there are rentals of such properties (value in exchange vs. value in use)

For Special Use Buildings – the cost approach may be a primary approach if adequate comparable sales do not exist or there is not rental data

Cost Approach

Site valuation in cost approach

+ Cost of utilities
+ Development costs
+ Cost of land
= Site Value

Cost of Utilities - (sewer, water, storm drainage)

Cost of Development (engineering, land survey, soil survey, land preparation, clearing, leveling

Cost of Land – From sales - lets discuss excess land

Cost Approach

Building Costs

Site valuation in cost approach

+ Cost of utilities
+ Development costs
+ Cost of land
= Site Value

Cost of Utilities - (sewer, water, storm drainage)

Cost of Development (engineering, land survey, soil survey, land preparation, clearing, leveling

Cost of Land – From sales - lets discuss excess land

Cost Approach

Depreciation – loss in value from all causes

• Physical Deterioration – Curable and Incurable - (wear and tear)
• Functional Obsolescence
  Curable and Incurable – (In bldg. – design or style)
• External Obsolescence – (Economic) – outside property
  • Locational (neighborhood)
  • Market Conditions

Cost Approach

Depreciation – loss in value from all causes

Methods of Measuring Depreciation

Indirect
  Sales Comparison (market extraction)
  Capitalization of Income

Direct
  Economic Age-Life
  Modified Economic Age Life
  Observed Condition (Breakdown)
Indicators of economic obsolescence

• Subject property income approach is less than the cost approach

• Subject property market value approach is less than the cost approach

• When in recent years, taxpayers (property owners) have experienced decreasing
  • revenue
  • profitability
  • cash flow years
  • product pricing
  • profit margin

Indicators of economic obsolescence

• When in recent years, taxpayers (property owner) INDUSTRY have experienced decreasing
  • revenue
  • profitability
  • cash flow years
  • product pricing
  • profit margin
  • returns on investment

  • Taxpayer and/or industry competition has been increasing in recent years

Sales Comparison

\[ MV_s = S_c + ADJ_c \]

\( MV_s \) = Market Value of subject property
\( S_c \) = Comparable Sales
\( ADJ_c \) = Adjustment to comparables

Sales Comparison

Units of comparison and adjustments

Typical units of comparison value per #, value per space, value per acre.

Adjustments (comparable to subject) can be developed by
Developed by paired sales
Capitalized income loss

The elements of comparison are the basis of this approach, and they will vary according to the type of building, and what property characteristics are value-significant to buyers. This will vary according to location.

Sales Comparison

Analyze and Compare the differences between the construction characteristics of the subject with the characteristics of each comparable sale.

Key characteristics to be compared are those construction characteristics that we discussed earlier in the course.

In addition to comparing size, age, condition, construction type, land to building ratio, the appraiser should compare construction characteristics.
Sales Comparison

• In addition to comparing size, age, condition, construction type, land to building ratio, the appraiser should also compare construction characteristics for the type of property being appraised to those of the comparable sales.

• Construction characteristics (as discussed earlier) may include:
  - Wall construction
  - Foundation
  - Floors
  - Frame
  - Column spacing
  - Ceiling height
  - Roof
  - Office Finish
  - Plumbing
  - HVAC

• Construction characteristics (as discussed earlier)

Sales Comparison

Truck loading
Loading docks
Parking
Truck turning
Sprinklers
Mezzanines
Super flat floors
Overhead cranes
Refrigeration/freezers
Food preparation
Conveyor systems
Process piping
Compressed air systems
Power wiring
Employee lockers
Tanks
Railway sidings

Often industrial properties are not highly comparable due to the differences in relevant characteristics.

Calculate an unadjusted sales price per sq. ft.
Adjust comparable sales for highly comparable items – time of sale, size, ceiling height, % office and then calculate an adjusted sales price per sq. ft.
Then compare and adjust for items other items
Often the appraiser will not have a “solid” market comparison properties to develop a market adjustment and will have to use a percent adjustment supported by logic.
One way to do this is to make % adjustments (+or -) for clear differences and “bracket” the subject if possible.

Sales Comparison

Appraiser/analyst must exercise care when
- Sale of a industrial business property is of the going concern
- Does the sale include personal property?
- Does the sale include intangible property?
- Since the assessor values real estate and personal property – the assessor may have to adjust the industrial property sale for personality – so that it is not “taxed” twice.
- Let’s discuss the Appraisal Practices Boards recent study – we will look at the concept paper.
Income Approach

\[ IRV = \frac{\text{Income}}{\text{Rate}} = \text{Value} \]

\[ MV = \frac{I}{R} \]
or
\[ MV = \frac{\text{NOI}}{\text{OAR}} \]

Income Approach

Analyze and compare the differences in rental income between comparables and subject comparing construction characteristics.

Key characteristics to be compared are those construction characteristics that we discussed earlier in the course.

Certain industrial properties are routinely rented while others are not – thus the income approach may or may not be applicable.

Income Approach

- In addition to comparing size, age, condition, construction type, land to building ratio, the appraiser should also compare rental rates for properties with different property construction characteristics. Construction characteristics (as discussed earlier) may include:
  - Wall construction
  - Foundation
  - Floors
  - Frame
  - Column spacing
  - Ceiling height
  - Roof
  - Office Finish
  - Plumbing
  - HVAC

Sales Comparison

- Truck loading
- Loading docks
- Parking
- Truck turning
- Sprinklers
- Mezzanines
- Super flat floors
- Overhead cranes
- Refrigeration/freezers
- Food preparation
- Conveyor systems
- Process piping
- Compressed air systems
- Power wiring
- Employee lockers
- Tanks
- Railway sidings

Income Approach

Often a rental premium is paid for:

- Superior office finish
- Super flat floors
- Food preparation areas
- Employee lockers area
- Certain ceiling heights
- Certain piping or wiring
- Railroad siding
- Water access
- Being close to transportation centers
- Being close to population centers
Difficulties in Appraising Industrial Buildings

- Not basing analysis on the type of property being appraised – distribution, manufacturing, flex, freight forwarding, and a plethora of subcategories within each
- Not understanding how building design striates the market for a property, thereby causing poor comparable selection.
- Valuing a property by rote and being complacent.
- Not obtaining support for adjustments or opinions of industrial brokers.

Submarkets react differently to physical characteristics in an industrial building. Here are a few examples:

- Adjacent submarkets may react differently to ceiling height. Low height buildings in one submarket are not viewed by market participants as obsolete; in another, anything below 18 feet clear is obsolete.
- The manufacturing market may not care about sprinklers, but the warehouse market, where products are stored in abundance, will.
- Refrigeration is highly prized in food warehousing markets, but in others it is super adequate and not viewed as contributing to market value.

Thinking inside the box is all too easy, but further research can provide meaningful support for a different perspective.

Some places where new appraisal ideas are exchanged include:

- Appraiser forums
- Appraisal journals
- Industrial periodicals
- Amazon.com and Urban Land Institute for books on industrial design and use

Problems: Large vs. Small Industrial Buildings

- Economic incentives can “make or break” the financial feasibility of large industrial buildings.
- They have a large trade radius (region), often encompassing an entire region of the country - this makes market delineation difficult.
- Because of their sheer size, large buildings are excellent candidates for multiple tenancies. Not all leases will have linear prices per square foot, nor do they have the same operating expense structure.
Problems - Large vs. Small Industrial Building

• Large warehouse condominiums are a different market from smaller industrial condominiums;
  • this is especially true with bulk warehouses that require high ceiling heights and sprinklers, and have a higher cost of construction that is reflected in their sale prices per square foot.
  • Industrial plants are separate from other industrial uses for a host of reasons, including design, physical depreciation, expensive machinery and equipment, interdependency with the local economy, etc.

Pitfalls- Special Purpose Industrial Buildings

• There is a synergistic relationship between the building and its equipment. Sometimes the building is designed around the equipment and its use.
  • For example, the power capacity of the building and the location of heavy-duty electrical outlets depend on the equipment that will be used in the facility and where it is placed.
  • There may be no demand for the improvements "as they sit", yet they contribute toward a multimillion dollar special purpose building operation.

Pitfalls- Special Purpose Industrial Buildings

• There may be no adaptive reuse of the improvements (i.e., they cannot be converted into any other use that generates a positive return on investment).
  • Items necessary for the operation of the existing business are super adequate and contribute nothing toward value for any other purpose. Using a cost approach would overvalue their contributions.
  • Such super adequate items can amount to as much as 50 percent or more of the cost of the building. Market participants view them as “business value.”

Pitfalls- Special Purpose Industrial Buildings

• The flow of materials through a special purpose industrial building is sometimes more important than the facility itself.
  • An example - a food warehouse, processing and distribution facility where product must flow from the refrigerated end of the building over to processing and from there to the opposite end of the building where it is loaded and shipped at the loading docks.

Pitfalls- Special Purpose Industrial Buildings

• Current zoning may be such that there is no chance that the same use could be replicated elsewhere in an area or even region, making the facility unique.
  • slaughterhouse industrial building – no one wants one anywhere near their neighborhood, and the zoning will specifically exclude this as an allowable use in recognition of this fact.
  • There may be no local demand for a special purpose industrial property, but high demand at a national level.
**Functional Obsolescence Industrial Buildings**

- Sometimes functional obsolescence in one market may not be viewed as such by the market next door.
- There may be no such thing as functional obsolescence in a “hot” market. For a buyer simply to obtain a building that is virtually the only one available in the desired area is enough.
- In these instances, buyers do not pay any less to get a building with one or a few “problems.”

**Functional Obsolescence Industrial Buildings**

- Functional obsolescence is always measured in the eye of the beholder.
- Super adequacy, a form of functional obsolescence, is viewed by many market participants as “business value.”
- If they built the building, they most likely never expected the market to pay them back the cost of the building in the short term. The cost premium for super adequacy is reflected in investment value, not market value.

**Functional Obsolescence Industrial Buildings**

- You may believe functional obsolescence is present in your subject, yet measuring it is another thing entirely. Paired sales are sometimes possible, but only in homogeneous markets with large numbers of industrial properties in the same size range for the building and land.
- If the property does not fit into what is present in an industrial subdivision, the odds are further reduced that you will be able to find suitable paired sales to support an adjustment.

**Functional Obsolescence Industrial Buildings**

- Lenders do not like qualitative adjustments (+/-) and strongly prefer quantitative adjustments (+5%, -10%, etc.).
- That is not the way industrial markets work, because industrial market participants do not act that way.
- Relative (qualitative) thinking prevails.
- Qualitative adjustments imply a degree of precision that is simply not there in the real world.

**Functional Utility Manufacturing Plants**

- Industries that involve bulky or volatile materials and products have specialized equipment and building design – thus few potential users
- Food processing and certain manufacturing industries require high levels of cleanliness – “clean rooms” – may not contribute as much value as the cost to construct if used for alternative uses.
- Buildings used for light manufacturing and processing have fewer limitations and greater appeal in market.

**Functional Utility Warehouse**

Storage and Distribution facilities range from simple cubicles (mini-warehouse) to huge regional warehouses

Optimal functional utility includes adequate:
- access
- open areas
- ceiling height
- floor load capacity
- humidify, heat and air controls, shipping and receiving facilities
- fire protection
- protection from elements
Functional Utility Warehouse

Primary consideration in warehouse location is access
• just in time inventory,
• wide variety of vehicles,
• cargo containers,
• airport
• seaport terminals
• rail

Trucking - most common means of transport
loading docks and dock areas must be designed
with adequate flexibility

Forklifts, conveyor belts and automatically guided vehicle conveyor systems are frequently used

Warehouse – Location

Primary consideration in warehouse location is access
• Just in time inventory,
• wide variety of vehicles,
• cargo containers,
• airport
• seaport terminals
• rail

Trucking most common means of transport
loading docks and dock areas must be designed
with adequate flexibility

Forklifts, conveyor belts and automatically guided vehicle conveyor systems are frequently used

Functional Utility of Industrial Property

Pallets and portable platforms are used for moving and storing materials in most distribution operations
• Ceiling heights should accommodated stacking of
  an ideal number of pallets
• Newly constructed building maybe more efficient
  than older buildings

Because wide spans provide greatest flexibility, square structures are generally most cost effective

Sprinkler systems are needed in warehouses where flammable goods are stored. Fire systems can be wet
or dry using water or chemicals.

Functional Utility of Industrial Property

Surplus Land – In new construction surplus land on
site is frequently allocated for future expansion –
Know how to determine if surplus land is present.

Clear Span – Anywhere from 21 to 35 feet; many
smaller warehouses can be operated with clear span
of 15 to 20 feet, but higher ceilings may be standard

Percentage of Office – Varies widely depending on
operation. If potential alternate uses of existing
space do not require as much – excess may be an
over improvement
Functional Utility of Industrial Property

**Loading Facilities** – Multiple load facilities can reduce delays in both incoming deliveries and outgoing orders. Overhead doors are less efficient loading facilities than loading docks, dock-high floors and truck wells can be problems.

**Floor thickness and loading capacity** – Typically 5 to 8 inches of reinforced concrete. Live-load capacity - the ability to support moving or movable objects in the building at a certain weight is a minimum 125 pounds (PSF) per square foot for light warehouse and manufacturing while 250 PSF for heavy warehouses.

Appraisal of Real Estate, 13th edition, AI p 260

---

**Power service** – Manufacturing plants generally require more electrical service than warehouses.

**Land to Building or Floor Area Ratio** – Typically, 2.5 to 3.5 land to building area; older facilities have ratios from 1.2 to 2.5. The land to building ratio must allow plenty of space for parking, truck maneuvering, yard storage, and expansion. Floor area ratio (FAR) is also known as building to land ratio.

Appraisal of Real Estate, 13th edition, AI p 260

---

**Size to typical building size** – Big Box warehouses can be significantly larger than competitive buildings in the market. The cost of reconfiguring a large industrial building for multitenant use is a measure of functional inutility.

**Slope and access to site** – Steep inclines can reduce loading efficiency.

Appraisal of Real Estate, 13th edition, AI p 260

---

**Depreciation of Industrial Property**

- Several of the source references address functional and economic obsolescence in industrial property.
- Two key references are:
  - "Considerations of Functional and Economic Obsolescence in the Assessment of Industrial and Commercial Property" Robert F. Reilly
  - "Functional Obsolescence: A General Overview" Ken Voss

(See Slide 4 & 5 for source reference)

---

**Depreciation of Industrial Property**

- When special purpose industrial property do rent or sell, it is often for an alternative use. (Value in exchange).
- Assessor’s typically value special purpose industrial property solely by the cost approach to value.
- Because of the lack of rental and sales data of (and the complexity of) special purpose properties, the assessor must be creative in estimating depreciation via indirect methods:
  - Abstraction Method (Sales Comparison), or
  - Income Method.
Depreciation of Industrial Property

• Similarly, the assessor must employ the direct methods of estimating depreciation for the special purpose industrial property in the cost approach.

Direct Methods are:
- Economic Age-Life
- Modified Economic Age Life
- Observed Condition (Breakdown)

• These methods essentially only deal with physical deterioration and not functional and/or locational obsolescence

Depreciation of Industrial Property

• The assessor is challenged with estimating functional and/or External (Market Condition) Obsolescence without having property sales or income and expense information to develop indirect indications of functional or locational obsolescence.

• Robert Reilly’s article on functional obsolescence in industrial appraisal gives suggestions for quantifying functional or locational obsolescence when assessors are using the cost approach to value in valuing special purpose industrial property.

• Many of the causes of functional or external obsolescence are quantified on a comparative basis.

External Obsolescence of Industrial Property

Economic analysis on comparative basis considers:
1. Current property owner results vs. historical property owner results
2. Current property owner results vs. planned or budgeted results
3. Current property owner results vs. specific comparative properties
4. Current property owner results vs. industry average results

Common indications of functional obsolescence include:
1. Excess operating and/or maintenance costs
2. Excess capacity and/or excess capital costs
3. Structural and/or capacity super-adequacies or inadequacies

External Obsolescence of Industrial Property

External Obsolescence is lose in value from factors external to the property –
1/ market conditions in area or industry or
2/ adverse conditions near the property

Some common comparisons for estimating external obsolescence are:
1. Actual margins, returns, units, or prices vs. historical margins, returns, units, or prices
2. Actual margins, returns, units, or prices vs. budgeted margins, returns, units, or prices
3. Actual rates of return vs. required rates of return (e.g., cost of capital)
4. Actual results vs. benchmark results from comparable property or industry average

Common indications of functional obsolescence include:
1. Excess operating and/or maintenance costs
2. Excess capacity and/or excess capital costs
3. Structural and/or capacity super-adequacies or inadequacies
Functional Obsolescence of Industrial Property

Methods to quantify Functional Obsolescence

1. Capitalizing the property’s excess operating costs over the properties expected remaining useful economic life
2. Reducing the property’s super adequacy cost measurement by the amount of capital costs related to the excess capacity, or
3. Estimating the amount of capital required to cure the functional deficiency or structural/capacity inadequacy

---

Functional Utility of Industrial Property

Table 1 – Alpha has functional problem with it’s building - 2 story special purpose building. Business process for current operations is only 1st Floor - 2nd story is idle and not used.

- Remaining useful life of building is 20 years. It cost $2,000,000 per year to maintain, insure, secure and otherwise keep idle the unused portion of the improvement.
- Appropriate Capitalization Rate is 10%
- Assessor estimates that the RCNLD (before Functional Obs.) is $120,000,000

To estimate Functional Obsolescence, the assessor would use the capitalized excess operating cost method given the present value annuity factor of 8.5136 based on 20 year.

---

External Obsolescence of Industrial Property

Methods to quantify External Obsolescence

1. Capitalization of income method
2. Paired Sales
3. Market Extraction

Consider Capitalization of Income shortfall method:

- Given: Beta Company has special purpose facility
- Beta Companies market derived cost of capital is 12.5%
- Market operations of the company - net operating income a the current property is 10%
- RCNLD (before economic Obsolescence is $600,000,000

---

Locational Obsolescence of Industrial Property

---

Functional Utility of Industrial Property

---
External Obsolescence in Industrial Property

Table 4 – Illustrates a economic obsolescence comparative analysis in a cost approach. It compares Gamma Corporation subject property current vs. historic earnings (4 years), net cash flow, net income margin, return on total assets, return on net assets, 5 year revenue growth, 5 year compound net cash flow growth and average sales price per unit. The resulting metric’s can be used to develop an indication of economic obsolescence (-19%).

Robert F. Reilly, Assessment Journal 2113 pg. 56
Industrial Property
Steel Facility

Industrial Property
Lockheed Martin Aircraft Production

Industrial Property
Boeing Aircraft – Everett Washington

Industrial Property
Boeing Aircraft – Everett Washington
Summary

We reviewed:
• what industrial property is and is not
• how appraisal standards are involved in industrial appraisal
• construction characteristics of industrial property; key definitions and assets; and how “industry” must be considered in industrial property appraisal
• market and neighborhood analysis and sources of information in industrial appraisal
• the significance of the three approaches in industrial and their strengths and weaknesses

Summary

• the difficulties of appraising industrial properties
• what must be considered in estimating depreciation used in the cost approach to value of industrial property
• Similarities and dissimilarity of large vs. small industrial property

The End

Hope you enjoyed the presentation